LifeCheck ATP Test Kit
Instruction Guide

WHAT ARE

LifeCheck ATP Test Kits
The LifeCheck® ATP test kit is a simple field test that detects a
molecule called adenosine triphosphate, or ATP. This molecule
is related to energy production and is present in all living cells.
The LifeCheck ATP test kit uses a reaction that generates light
when ATP is present, and is easily measured with a simple tool in
the field. By measuring the ATP content of a sample, you can assess
the viable biomass or “total life” within that sample. The ATP value
is then converted to a microbial equivalent (ME). The ME provides a
universal unit, directly comparable to the results of other common microbe
quantification assays such as bug bottles (serial dilution log growth), colony
forming unit (CFU) counts, microscopy counts and qPCR. Results take less
than 10 minutes per sample. The LifeCheck ATP test kit is an easy, fast and
accurate microbial enumeration method, valuable in routine monitoring and
microbial management programs.
OSP provides two core LifeCheck ATP Test Kits for measuring total microbial
concentration via ATP, each tailored to your specific application:
1. Planktonic Kit: Planktonic is a scientific word for microbes floating in water,
so this kit applies to any liquid sample.
2. Sessile Kit: Sessile is a fancy word for immobile, so this kit applies to microbes
that are attached to hard surfaces including metals, coupons, or within a solid
sample. The scientific term for these surface attached microbes is biofilm.
OSP’s LifeCheck ATP Test Kits contain all the consumable materials required to run
the specified number of tests.
OSP is sensitive to the needs of each individual customer. We can supply you with
on-site auditing and training services and one-on-one consultation to get your
microbial mitigation strategy off the ground.
Contact us at lifecheck@ospmicrocheck.com to learn about our services offered
through LifeCheck Resources.
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STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
LifeCheck ATP Contents & Storage Conditions
When you receive your test kit, utilize the following guidelines for material storage.
Avoid usage of expired test kit components.
1. Reagent Z and Buffer
a. Recommended Storage: 4 to 25°C / 39 to 77°F
b. Shelf Life: 2 years
2.Reagent Z Liquid
a. Recommended Storage: 4 to 25°C / 39 to 77°F
b. Shelf Life: Note Below
3. All Other Reagents (X, D, Standard, Rinse and Soak)
a. Recommended Storage: 4 to 25°C / 39 to 77°F
b. Shelf Life: 2 years

*Reagent Z is manufactured and shipped in bottles of freeze-dried powder and liquid
buffer. The stated shelf life is for the freeze-dried form; store components in the refrigerator.
Following rehydration, Reagent Z will be stable for 3 months when refrigerated and 6
months when frozen.
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SELECTION DECISION TREE
LIQUID SAMPLE

A1: PLANKTONIC TEST

NO

PUSHED MORE
THAN 1 ML?

A4: MODIFIED SOAK TEST

YES

PART B

PART C

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE (EXAMPLES)
SOURCE WATER / PRODUCTION FLUID

A1: PLANKTONIC TEST

PIPE AND EQUIPMENT SURFACE

A2: SESSILE SWAB TEST

PIG RETURNS, COUPONS AND SCALE

A3: SESSILE SOAK TEST

FRAC FLUID

A4: MODIFIED SOAK TEST

HEAVY OIL / SALES OIL

A4: MODIFIED SOAK TEST
7
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SELECTION DECISION TREE
SOLID SAMPLE

LARGE SURFACE AREA

SOLIDS/SMALL SURFACES

A2: SESSILE SWAB TEST

A3: SESSILE SOAK TEST

PART B

PART C

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE (EXAMPLES)
SOURCE WATER / PRODUCTION FLUID

A1: PLANKTONIC TEST

PIPE AND EQUIPMENT SURFACE

A2: SESSILE SWAB TEST

PIG RETURNS, COUPONS AND SCALE

A3: SESSILE SOAK TEST

FRAC FLUID

A4: MODIFIED SOAK TEST

HEAVY OIL / SALES OIL

A4: MODIFIED SOAK TEST
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PART A1:

LIQUID SAMPLE (PLANKTONIC TEST)
TEST KIT REQUIREMENTS

3

3

60 ml Syringe
5

5

1 ml Pipettor
(Neutral Pipettor)

6

6

Reagent X
7

Reagent D

7

10

10

Field Container
13

13

Filter
15

Pipette Tip (1 ml)
17

15

17

Rinse Reagent
18

Pipette (Disposable)

18
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INSTRUCTIONS

3

3

3

13

13

Step One: Draw sample up
into the syringe. Fill or pour
sample up to 60 ml.

Step Two: Attach a filter to the
syringe and push the sample
from Step One through. The
more you can push through
the better. Record the volume
in ml as your Sample Size.

Step Three: Remove filter.

If you cannot push through
at least 1 ml, use PART A4:
Modified Soak Method for
Viscous Fluids.

18
3

3
13

18

13

3
17

Step Four: Pull plunger out.
Reattach filter. Never pull
air/fluid back up through
the filter.

Step Five: Rinse filter to
remove interference. Use
the disposable pipette
to draw up the *Rinse
Reagent, filling bulb as
full as possible. (This step
doesn’t require exact
measurement.)

13

Step Six: Squeeze bulb
into the syringe, replace the
plunger and push through.
Push the plunger all they
way to the bottom as this is
a drying step to remove all
of the rinse reagent.

*The Rinse Reagent is intended to remove interferences like
oily residue, suspended solids or water chemistry components
that may block reagent contact with the microbes. If you are
testing flowback, recycled or produced wates, or waters with
oily residue, this step is recommended.
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INSTRUCTIONS CON’T

3

5

13

15
6

Step Seven: Remove
filter. Pull plunger out.
Reattach filter.

3
13
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Step Eight: Use the 1 ml neutral pipettor and pipette
tip to draw up Reagent X. Put into the syringe.

Option Nine A: Replace plunger and push Reagent X
into a field container. This can now be stored in a cool
environment for up to 7 days before completing the
testing. When ready to test, simply add the entire contents
of a Reagent D tube into the field container, mix gently and
continue testing. This fluid mixture is your Sample Extract
used in PART B.

OR

7

Option Nine B: Replace the plunger and push Reagent
X directly into the Reagent D tube. The test should be
completed immediately. This fluid mixture is your Sample
Extract used in PART B.

SAMPLE PREP COMPLETE

Proceed to PART B: SAMPLE READING using the LifeCheck PhotonMaster
For additional support, contact OSP.
Houston: 281.497.2692 | Calgary: 403.291.1658

PART A2:

SOLID SAMPLE - SURFACES

					 (SESSILE SWAB TEST)
TEST KIT REQUIREMENTS

5

5

1 ml Pipettor
(Neutral Pipettor)
7

7

Reagent D
15

15

Pipette Tip (1 ml)
16

16

Reagent X 10 ml Tube
20

Sterile Swab(s)
21

Soak Reagent

20
21
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INSTRUCTIONS

Follow appropriate sample handling procedures
to conduct sample prep on site as soon as the
surface is exposed.

20

Step One: Wearing gloves,
determine the area to be
swabbed being careful not
to contact the surface with
your hands. A measured
square cut out of a clean
paper material is helpful
as it can be placed on the
surface and swabbed within
the cut out. If area is large,
swab desired zone and
measure after. Record this
area measurement for your
calculations in cm2 or in2. This
is your Sample Size.

Step Two: Open the sterile
swab and dip into the Soak
Reagent. Swipe the desired
surface area moving up
and down, and side to side
once in both directions, to
ensure full coverage of the
area. Understand that a
consistent procedure is
required to compare with
subsequent sample data.
(NOTE: Do not dip the
same swab in the Soak
Reagent.)

20
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INSTRUCTIONS

20
16

16
Step Three: Break the
swab close to the tip so
remaining length and tip fits
into the Reagent X Tube.

5

21

15
7

Step Four: Soak fully
immersed for at least
10 min. This can now
be stored in a cool
environment for up to 7
days before completing
the testing.

Step Five: Use the 1 ml neutral
pipettor and pipette tip to transfer
fluid from the Soak Reagent into a
Reagent D tube. Gently mix. The test
should be completed immediately.
This fluid mixture is your Sample
Extract used in PART B.

SAMPLE PREP COMPLETE

Proceed to PART B: SAMPLE READING using the LifeCheck PhotonMaster
For additional support, contact OSP.
Houston: 281.497.2692 | Calgary: 403.291.1658

PART A3:

SOLID SAMPLE - (SESSILE SOAK TEST)
TEST KIT REQUIREMENTS
This method is ideal for coupons, scale samples, scrapings, pig returns or other solid
samples. If the coupon is too large for the 10 ml Reagent X tube, use an appropriately sized
sterile container and pour Reagent X contents in. If more than 10 ml is required to cover the
solid sample, add another tube volume and record this volume for your calculations.

5

5

1 ml Pipettor
(Neutral Pipettor)
7

7

Reagent D
15

Pipette Tip (1 ml)

15

16

Reagent X 10 ml Tube

16

15

INSTRUCTIONS

16

Step One: Following
appropriate sample handling
procedures, measure your
sample either by weight
or surface area. Record
this measurement for your
calculations (g, mg, cm2, in2).
This is your Sample Size.

Step Two: Transfer your
sample into a Reagent X
Tube.

*scale optional
5

15
16

16
7

Step Three: Soak fully
immersed for at least 10 min.
This can now be stored in a
cool environment for up to 7
days before completing the
testing.

Step Four: Use the 1 ml neutral
pipettor and pipette tip to
transfer fluid from the Reagent
X Tube into a Reagent D tube.
Gently mix. The test should be
completed immediately. This
fluid mixture is your Sample
Extract used in PART B.

SAMPLE PREP COMPLETE

Proceed to PART B: SAMPLE READING using the LifeCheck PhotonMaster
For additional support, contact OSP.
Houston: 281.497.2692 | Calgary: 403.291.1658

PART A4:

MODIFIED SOAK PROCEDURE
FOR VISCOUS FLUIDS
TEST KIT REQUIREMENTS
This procedure is used for fluids that won’t easily pass through the filter in Part A1: Liquid
Sample (Planktonic Test) procedure. Heavy oil or sales oil, crosslinked fracturing fluids or
highly contaminated water samples can be tested using this method. Please refer to the
Calculation Notes in Part C on how to properly calculate results based on water content.

5

5

1 ml Pipettor
(Neutral Pipettor)
7

7

Reagent D
15

15

Pipette Tip (1 ml)
16

Reagent X 10 ml Tube

16

17

INSTRUCTIONS

16

Step One: Measure volume
of fluid for testing. Record
this measurement for your
calculations. This is your
Sample Size.

Step Two: Transfer your
sample into a Reagent
X Tube. For oil samples,
roll the tube as the oil will
adhere to the sides and
allow for better contact
with the reagent fluid.

5
16

15

16

7

Step Three: Soak fully immersed
for at least 10 min. This can now
be stored in a cool environment
for up to 7 days before
completing the testing.

Step Four: Use the 1 ml neutral
pipettor and pipette tip to transfer
fluid from the Reagent X Tube into
a Reagent D tube. Gently mix.
The test should be completed
immediately. This fluid mixture
is your Sample Extract used in
PART B.

SAMPLE PREP COMPLETE

Proceed to PART B: SAMPLE READING using the LifeCheck PhotonMaster
For additional support, contact OSP.
Houston: 281.497.2692 | Calgary: 403.291.1658
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PART B1:

STANDARD PREPARATION
TEST KIT REQUIREMENTS
2a

2a

Large Tube Rack

4

4

100 µl Pipettor
(Blue Pipettor)
8

&

9

9

8

Reagent Z & Buffer
11

LifeCheck PhotonMaster

11

12

Assay Tubes
14

Pipette Tip (100 µl)

12

19

Standard

14
19

19

INSTRUCTIONS
*Reagent Z Prep: Add the liquid buffer in the clear vial to the freeze dried Reagent Z
in the brown vial. Shake and let stand for 5 min to fully hydrate. Once mixed, store in
the refrigerator between sampling. Allow to warm to room temperature before use.

11

11

12

Step One: Turn on the
LifeCheck PhotonMaster.
Press yellow button to turn
on. Choose “Measure RLU”
by pressing the green button,
choose “Quick Mode” by
pressing the green button.
You are ready for reading.

Step Two: Place an empty assay
tube in the LifeCheck PhotonMaster
and hit the green button to take a
reading. This value is your bRLU.
This measurement should be below
50 pg. Please refer to best practices
on page 27 for trouble shooting.

8

4

12

19
14

Step Three A: Use the 100 µl
blue pipettor and pipette tip
to add Reagent Z to one of the
assay tubes.

2

12

Step Three B: Add 2 drops of the Standard.
Gently tap assay tube to mix, then place
in the LifeCheck PhotonMaster and hit the
green button to take a reading. This value
is your sRLU. *If this reading is below 5000
RLU you need to replace your Reagent Z.

SAMPLE PREP COMPLETE
Proceed to PART B2: SAMPLE READING

For additional support, contact OSP.
Houston: 281.497.2692 | Calgary: 403.291.1658
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PART B2:

SAMPLE READING
Depending on the PART A procedure you used (please refer to above pages: A1 A4), you have a Sample Extract mixture prepared for the reading using the LifeCheck
PhotonMaster.

TEST KIT REQUIREMENTS

4

100 µl Pipettor
(Blue Pipettor)

4

11

11

LifeCheck PhotonMaster
12

Assay Tubes

12

14

Pipette Tip (100 µl)
*Require prepared sample.

14

21

INSTRUCTIONS

8
4
4

14
12

12

Step Four: Use the 100 µl blue
pipettor and a NEW pipette tip
to add your Sample Extract to
the NEW assay tube.

12

11

Step Six: Gently tap the
assay tube to mix, then
place in the LifeCheck
PhotonMaster.

14

Step Five: Use the 100 µl blue
pipettor and a NEW pipette tip
to add Reagent Z to the assay
tube used in Step Four.

11

Step Seven: Hit the green
button to take a reading. This
value is your Sample RLU.

Step Eight: Proceed to Part C to calculate your pg per sample
measurement and microbial equivalent. The standard RLU and
sample RLU measurements are used in PART C.

SAMPLE PREP COMPLETE

Proceed to PART C: CALCULATE MICROBIAL EQUIVALENTS
For additional support, contact OSP.
Houston: 281.497.2692 | Calgary: 403.291.1658

PART C:
CALCULATE MICROBIAL EQUIVALENTS
What you’ll need: Measurements from PART A and PART B.
The formulas below calculate the picograms (pg) of ATP per unit of measurement. This value
is then multiplied by 1000 to provide a Microbial Equivalent (ME) of active/living microbes.
The multiplication factor used is based on the amount of ATP found in an E. coli microbe,
which has been determined to be comparable to the microbe species being evaluated in our
industry. ME provides a universal unit, directly comparable to the results of other common
microbe quantification assays such as bug bottles (serial dilution log growth), CFU counts,
microscopy counts and qPCR.

PART A1: Liquid (Planktonic Test)

Sample RLU - bRLU

sRLU			

x

10,000			

=

pg of ATP/ml

Sample Size (ml)		

				
pg of ATP/ml

x

1000

=

ME/ml

PART A2 & A3: Surfaces or Solids (Sessile Swab and Soak Test)

Sample RLU - bRLU

sRLU		

x

100,000*			

=

pg of ATP/(unit)

Sample Size (g, mg, cm2 or in2)		

				
pg of ATP/(unit) x 1000

=

ME/unit

*If more than 10 ml of Reagent X is used in the testing procedure modify this value
to the volume of Reagent X used multiplied by 10,000.
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PART A4: Modified Soak Procedure for Viscous Liquids

((Sample RLU x Sample Volume) - bRLU)

100,000
x

		

sRLU		

=

pg of ATP/ml

Sample Size (ml)*		

				
pg of ATP/ml x 1000 =

ME/ml		

*The sample size recorded is of the total volume of viscous fluid being tested. Since
microbes can only survive in the water fraction of these samples, the results can be further
refined to allow for accurate comparison of subsequent samples, and proper evaluation of
contamination level.
For example:
125 pg of ATP/ml of emulsion with a water content of 0.5% = 125 / 0.005 = 25,000 pg
of ATP/ml of water or 2.5 x 107 ME/ml of water

For additional support, contact OSP.
Houston: 281.497.2692 | Calgary: 403.291.1658
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How to Run:
LIFECHECK PHOTONMASTER
The LifeCheck PhotonMaster is a sensitive
laboratory device and while designed for
field use, should be handled with care. Avoid
operating the unit in excessive high or low
temperatures, avoid operation in direct
sunlight, and avoid exposure to physical
shock. We recommend storing your LifeCheck
PhotonMaster in its supplied field case at all
times, especially during transportation.
1. Press once to turn POWER ON.
2. Press and hold 3 sec to turn POWER OFF.

POWER

*The LifeCheck PhotonMaster will not
poweroff if you have left an assay tube
in the chamber.

NAVIGATE
DOWN

1. Press once to scroll DOWN next item in the
menu list.
2. Press and hold to advance quickly through
menu list.

NAVIGATE
UP

1. Press once to scroll UP next item in the
menu list.
2. Press and hold to advance quickly through
the menu list.

SELECT

MENU/
CANCEL

BATTERY
CHARGE
INDICATOR

1. Press once to SELECT items in the
menu list.

1. Press once to return to MAIN MENU.
2. Press during reading to CANCEL.

1. Red LED Off – Battery not charging
2. Red LED Flashing – Battery level is low
3. Red LED On – Battery charging (connected
through micro USB)
*Remember to keep charged up!
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CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS

The LifeCheck PhotonMaster uses an integrated high capacity Li-ion battery delivering
enough power to perform more than 1000 readings. When the LifeCheck PhotonMaster
is in standby mode (turned off) it draws a small current to maintain operational
functionality, which over time will deplete the battery. The PhotonMaster can be charged
from most common USB wall chargers or from a USB port on a computer. A full charge
will take approximately 6 hours to complete based on a maximum 500mA power supply
(common found on phone chargers).
Connect the Micro USB to USB cable (supplied) to the LifeCheck PhotonMaster port
labelled ‘PC’, connect the opposite end of the cable to the appropriate charger. When
charging a LifeCheck PhotonMaster with a completely depleted battery, a short time is
required to allow sufficient charge before the LifeCheck PhotonMaster can be powered
on. With the LifeCheck PhotonMaster powered ON and charging, the red battery
indicator light will illuminate to notify the user that the unit is being charged. Please
note that the ‘AUTO POWER OFF’ function will activate after 20 minutes of inactivity,
which includes the battery indicator light, however the battery will continue to charge.
The battery is fully charged when the battery indicator light does not illuminate with the
LifeCheck PhotonMaster turned ON.
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BEST PRACTICES
Assay Tubes
1.

As with all your ATP test kit reagents and plastics, treat your assay tubes with
care (mistreatment can lead to cracks).

2.

Visually inspect assay tubes prior to use and avoid using any cracked tubes as
cracks may interfere with light detection in the ATP reaction.

Pipettor Etiquette
1.

Always handle your pipettor in the upright position. Holding it upside down
may result in fluid entering the piston of the pipettor causing contamination
between samples and/or incorrect volumes to be pipetted.

2.

Bubbles in the pipetted volume (in the tip) are an indication that less than the
desired volume was drawn, and are often a result of releasing the plunger too
rapidly, or there was insufficient volume in the container from which the solution
was sourced or the tip is not properly attached to pipette.

Best-practice pipette techniques are as follows:
1.

Firmly attach the appropriate NEW tip to the pipettor by carefully driving the
bottom of the pipettor into the top of the tip, remove tip from box (attached to
pipettor).

2.

Using a thumb or index finger, plunge the pipettor plunger downwards to its full
stop position, then carefully place tip into the solution to be pipetted (sucked in)
while still holding the plunger down.

3.

Slowly, and smoothly release the plunger, and the appropriate volume will be
drawn into the tip. Watch for bubbles that may be present in the fluid drawn.

4.

Holding the pipettor in the upright position, move pipettor/tip assembly to the
desired tube and press the plunger to its full stop position to expel all of the
fluid from the tip.

5.

Remove the used tip and dispose.

Sample Handling Tips:
1.

Follow all safety guidelines for the operating company.

2.

Always wear proper PPE (Personal Protective Equipment).

3.

Identify the parameters (temperature, pressure, salinity, hydrocarbon
composition, etc) of the sample point.

4.

ATP is found on the surface of your hands and in your saliva. Take precautions to
not contaminate your samples (use gloves and avoid sneezing or coughing on
samples).
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BEST PRACTICES CON’T
LifeCheck ATP Planktonic Kit
1.

When collecting the raw sample use a clean container and triple rinse.

2.

Complete the field portion of the kit at the sample point to obtain the most
accurate ATP/microbial count.

LifeCheck ATP Sessile Kit: Coupons
1.

Handle coupons by the edges, it is important to not disturb the surface of
the coupon.

2.

Place coupon directly into the Reagent X tube with the extraction fluid or into
the field container and add the Reagent X.

3.

For coupons with high amounts of hydrocarbon present use one of the
following options:

4.

•

Hang or slightly shake coupons to allow the hydrocarbon to drip off

•

Lightly run the coupon between thumb and forefinger (with gloves on)
(Caution: if sand or solids present this may scratch coupon surface)

•

Blotting the surface of the coupon with clean paper towel may be an
option (Caution: there can be free ATP on the paper towel)

•

Set a standard for handling all coupons; this will improve trend data

For coupons with scale, if scale analysis is required remove scale first:
•

Sterilize a sharp instrument (wipe with an alcohol swab) and if possible
only disturb one side of the coupon

5.

Keep in mind that there are no set rules, but it is important to treat all samples
the same.

6.

Notes and pictures of coupons, as they are removed from the system, can help
to understand the data generated from the testing.

LifeCheck ATP Sessile Kit: Solids
1.

Depending on the sample you may be able to pick up a small amount with
a clean, gloved hand and place directly into the tube.

2.

If using a tool or spatula. sterilize with an alcohol swab to prevent contamination.

3.

When possible get an accurate mass or volume measurement.
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Microbial Identification and Evaluation

LIFECHECK RESOURCES

Mitigating microbial growth is paramount for preventing microbiologically influenced
corrosion (MIC) and souring in oil and gas applications. At OSP we understand immediate
microbial results are important for the implementation of an appropriate control program.
This can be challenging to achieve with lean teams or sample transportation.
Our LifeCheck Resources team is comprised of technical experts, who can offer immediate
on-site or in the lab sample evaluation and testing, providing you with reliable results time
and time again. If your team is faced with any of these application challenges, our team of
OSP Experts is ready to help.

Service

Description

Whole System
Analysis

Find the source of microbial contamination by having our
experts assess your entire system using the proper testing kits
and protocols.

Hydraulic Fracturing
Fluid

Screen source waters, evaluate on-site biocide treatments,
or complete post-frac evaluations to ensure biocide efficacy
after wells come on production.

Pipeline Integrity

Conduct a baseline assessment of gathering systems for use
in mitigation strategies or compliance documentation and
schedule regular field testing.

Coupon or Bioprobe
Testing

Increase data relevancy by having OSP experts test coupons
or probes as they are pulled using the LifeCheck Sessile Kit.

Failure Site Analysis

Perform microbial analyses of failure sites prior to submitting
for metallurgical testing.

Injection & Disposal
Wells

Optimize injection pressures and volumes by identifying
microbial issues.

Pre & Post Treatment
Evaluations

Evaluate any treatment program for effectiveness with
accurate measurements on-site throughout the life of your
MIC prevention strategy.

Biocide Selection
Guide

Submit samples to OSP’s in-house lab for comparison studies
to determine the best biocide for your MIC control and
prevention strategy.

LifeCheck Resources utilizes several technologies for microbial analysis and testing
including LifeCheck DNA, LifeCheck ATP, and LifeCheck Media. All or a selection
can be chosen for testing.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT OSP
CALGARY
820 28 St NE, Bay 5 & 6
Calgary AB, T2A 6R3
+1 403-291-1658

HOUSTON
16223 Park Row, Suite 190
Houston, TX 77084
+1 281-497-2692

lifecheck@ospmicrocheck.com
ospmicrocheck.com

LifeCheck is a trademark of OSP. © OSP 2018.
PhotonMaster is a trademark of LuminUltra.

